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1. Introduction to CTA Science 1.1 Key Characteristics & Capabilities
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Figure 1.1 – Comparisons of the performance of CTA with selected existing gamma-ray instruments. Top:
differential energy flux sensitivities for CTA (south and north) for five standard deviation detections in five
independent logarithmic bins per decade in energy. For the CTA sensitivities, additional criteria are applied to
require at least ten detected gamma rays per energy bin and a signal/background ratio of at least 1/20. The
curves for Fermi-LAT and HAWC are scaled by a factor of 1.2 to account for the different energy binning. The
curves shown give only an indicative comparison of the sensitivity of the different instruments, as the method
of calculation and the criteria applied are different. In particular, the definition of the differential sensitivity
for HAWC is rather different due to the lack of energy reconstruction for individual photons in the HAWC
analysis. Bottom: angular resolution expressed as the 68% containment radius of reconstructed gamma
rays (the resolution for CTA-North is similar). The sensitivity and angular resolution curves are based on the
following references: Fermi-LAT [1], HAWC [2], H.E.S.S. [3], MAGIC [4], and VERITAS [5]. The CTA curves
represent the understanding of the performance of CTA at the time of completion of this document; for the
latest CTA performance plots, see https://www.cta-observatory.org/science/cta-performance.
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Figure 1.1 – Comparisons of the performance of CTA with selected existing gamma-ray instruments. Top:
differential energy flux sensitivities for CTA (south and north) for five standard deviation detections in five
independent logarithmic bins per decade in energy. For the CTA sensitivities, additional criteria are applied to
require at least ten detected gamma rays per energy bin and a signal/background ratio of at least 1/20. The
curves for Fermi-LAT and HAWC are scaled by a factor of 1.2 to account for the different energy binning. The
curves shown give only an indicative comparison of the sensitivity of the different instruments, as the method
of calculation and the criteria applied are different. In particular, the definition of the differential sensitivity
for HAWC is rather different due to the lack of energy reconstruction for individual photons in the HAWC
analysis. Bottom: angular resolution expressed as the 68% containment radius of reconstructed gamma
rays (the resolution for CTA-North is similar). The sensitivity and angular resolution curves are based on the
following references: Fermi-LAT [1], HAWC [2], H.E.S.S. [3], MAGIC [4], and VERITAS [5]. The CTA curves
represent the understanding of the performance of CTA at the time of completion of this document; for the
latest CTA performance plots, see https://www.cta-observatory.org/science/cta-performance.
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Figure 1.1 – Comparisons of the performance of CTA with selected existing gamma-ray instruments. Top:
differential energy flux sensitivities for CTA (south and north) for five standard deviation detections in five
independent logarithmic bins per decade in energy. For the CTA sensitivities, additional criteria are applied to
require at least ten detected gamma rays per energy bin and a signal/background ratio of at least 1/20. The
curves for Fermi-LAT and HAWC are scaled by a factor of 1.2 to account for the different energy binning. The
curves shown give only an indicative comparison of the sensitivity of the different instruments, as the method
of calculation and the criteria applied are different. In particular, the definition of the differential sensitivity
for HAWC is rather different due to the lack of energy reconstruction for individual photons in the HAWC
analysis. Bottom: angular resolution expressed as the 68% containment radius of reconstructed gamma
rays (the resolution for CTA-North is similar). The sensitivity and angular resolution curves are based on the
following references: Fermi-LAT [1], HAWC [2], H.E.S.S. [3], MAGIC [4], and VERITAS [5]. The CTA curves
represent the understanding of the performance of CTA at the time of completion of this document; for the
latest CTA performance plots, see https://www.cta-observatory.org/science/cta-performance.
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differential energy flux sensitivities for CTA (south and north) for five standard deviation detections in five
independent logarithmic bins per decade in energy. For the CTA sensitivities, additional criteria are applied to
require at least ten detected gamma rays per energy bin and a signal/background ratio of at least 1/20. The
curves for Fermi-LAT and HAWC are scaled by a factor of 1.2 to account for the different energy binning. The
curves shown give only an indicative comparison of the sensitivity of the different instruments, as the method
of calculation and the criteria applied are different. In particular, the definition of the differential sensitivity
for HAWC is rather different due to the lack of energy reconstruction for individual photons in the HAWC
analysis. Bottom: angular resolution expressed as the 68% containment radius of reconstructed gamma
rays (the resolution for CTA-North is similar). The sensitivity and angular resolution curves are based on the
following references: Fermi-LAT [1], HAWC [2], H.E.S.S. [3], MAGIC [4], and VERITAS [5]. The CTA curves
represent the understanding of the performance of CTA at the time of completion of this document; for the
latest CTA performance plots, see https://www.cta-observatory.org/science/cta-performance.
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Figure 1.1 – Comparisons of the performance of CTA with selected existing gamma-ray instruments. Top:
differential energy flux sensitivities for CTA (south and north) for five standard deviation detections in five
independent logarithmic bins per decade in energy. For the CTA sensitivities, additional criteria are applied to
require at least ten detected gamma rays per energy bin and a signal/background ratio of at least 1/20. The
curves for Fermi-LAT and HAWC are scaled by a factor of 1.2 to account for the different energy binning. The
curves shown give only an indicative comparison of the sensitivity of the different instruments, as the method
of calculation and the criteria applied are different. In particular, the definition of the differential sensitivity
for HAWC is rather different due to the lack of energy reconstruction for individual photons in the HAWC
analysis. Bottom: angular resolution expressed as the 68% containment radius of reconstructed gamma
rays (the resolution for CTA-North is similar). The sensitivity and angular resolution curves are based on the
following references: Fermi-LAT [1], HAWC [2], H.E.S.S. [3], MAGIC [4], and VERITAS [5]. The CTA curves
represent the understanding of the performance of CTA at the time of completion of this document; for the
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Baseline Layout of CTA with 70 SSTs

Achieves a vast effective area of ~5 km2 with 70 SSTs 

Extends the highest-energy frontier to 300 TeV and beyond
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Southern Site – Paranal, Chile
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426 29. Cosmic rays
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Figure 29.8: The all-particle spectrum as a function of E
(energy-per-nucleus) from air shower measurements [90–105].

Measurements of flux with small air shower experiments in the
knee region differ by as much as a factor of two, indicative of
systematic uncertainties in interpretation of the data. (For a review
see Ref. 89.) In establishing the spectrum shown in Fig. 29.8, efforts
have been made to minimize the dependence of the analysis on the
primary composition. Ref. 98 uses an unfolding procedure to obtain
the spectra of the individual components, giving a result for the
all-particle spectrum between 1015 and 1017 eV that lies toward the
upper range of the data shown in Fig. 29.8. In the energy range
above 1017 eV, the fluorescence technique [106] is particularly useful
because it can establish the primary energy in a model-independent
way by observing most of the longitudinal development of each shower,
from which E0 is obtained by integrating the energy deposition in
the atmosphere. The result, however, depends strongly on the light
absorption in the atmosphere and the calculation of the detector’s
aperture.

Assuming the cosmic-ray spectrum below 1018 eV is of galactic
origin, the knee could reflect the fact that most cosmic accelerators
in the galaxy have reached their maximum energy. Some types of
expanding supernova remnants, for example, are estimated not to be
able to accelerate protons above energies in the range of 1015 eV.
Effects of propagation and confinement in the galaxy [109] also need
to be considered. The Kascade-Grande experiment [100] has reported
observation of a second steepening of the spectrum near 8 × 1016 eV,
with evidence that this structure is accompanied a transition to heavy
primaries.

Concerning the ankle, one possibility is that it is the result of
a higher energy population of particles overtaking a lower energy
population, for example an extragalactic flux beginning to dominate
over the galactic flux (e.g. Ref. 106). Another possibility is that the
dip structure in the region of the ankle is due to pγ → e+ + e−

energy losses of extragalactic protons on the 2.7 K cosmic microwave
radiation (CMB) [111]. This dip structure has been cited as a robust
signature of both the protonic and extragalactic nature of the highest
energy cosmic rays [110]. If this interpretation is correct, then the
galactic cosmic rays do not contribute significantly to the flux above
1018 eV, consistent with the maximum expected range of acceleration
by supernova remnants.

The energy-dependence of the composition from the knee through
the ankle is useful in discriminating between these two viewpoints,
since a heavy composition above 1018 eV is inconsistent with the
formation of the ankle by pair production losses on the CMB.
The HiRes and Auger experiments, however, present very different
interpretations of data on the depth of shower maximum Xmax, a
quantity that correlates strongly with the interaction cross section of
the primary particle. If these results are interpreted using standard
extrapolations of measured proton and nuclear cross sections, then the
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Figure 29.9: Expanded view of the highest energy portion of
the cosmic-ray spectrum from data of the Telescope Array [104],
and the Auger Observatory [105].

HiRes data [112] is consistent with the ultrahigh-energy cosmic-ray
(UHECR) composition getting lighter and containing only protons
and helium above 1019 eV, while Auger [113,114] sees a composition
getting lighter up to 2 × 1018 eV and becoming heavier after that,
intermediate between protons and iron at 3 × 1019 eV. This may
mean that the extragalactic cosmic rays have a mixed composition at
acceleration similar to the GeV galactic cosmic rays. It is important
to note that the measurements of Xmax may be interpreted with equal
validity in terms of a changing proton-air cross-section and no change
in composition.

If the cosmic-ray flux at the highest energies is cosmological in
origin, there should be a rapid steepening of the spectrum (called
the GZK feature) around 5 × 1019 eV, resulting from the onset of
inelastic interactions of UHE cosmic rays with the cosmic microwave
background [115,116]. Photo-dissociation of heavy nuclei in the
mixed composition model [117] would have a similar effect. UHECR
experiments have detected events of energy above 1020 eV [106–107].
The HiRes fluorescence experiment [102,125] detected evidence of
the GZK suppression, and the Auger observatory [103–105] has
also presented spectra showing this suppression based on surface
detector measurements calibrated against fluorescence detectors using
events detected in hybrid mode, i.e. with both the surface and
the fluorescence detectors. The Telescope Array (TA) [104] has also
presented a spectrum showing this suppression. The differential energy
spectra measured by the TA and by Auger agree within systematic
errors below 1019 eV (Fig. 29.9). At higher energies, TA observes
more events than would be expected if the spectral shape were the
same as that seen by Auger. TA has also reported a ‘hot spot’ in the
Northern Hemisphere at energies above 5.5 × 1019 eV of radius ∼20◦

with a post-trials statistical significance of this excess with respect to
an isotropic distribution of 3.4σ [108].

One half of the energy that UHECR protons lose in photoproduction
interactions that cause the GZK effects ends up in neutrinos [118].
Measuring this cosmogenic neutrino flux above 1018 eV would help
resolve the UHECR uncertainties mentioned above. The magnitude of
this flux depends strongly on the cosmic-ray spectrum at acceleration,
the cosmic-ray composition, and the cosmological evolution of the
cosmic-ray sources. In the case that UHECR have mixed composition
only the proton fraction would produce cosmogenic neutrinos. Heavy
nuclei propagation produces mostly ν̄e at lower energy from neutron
decay.

The expected rate of cosmogenic neutrinos is lower than current
limits obtained by IceCube [119], the Auger observatory [120],
RICE [121], and ANITA-2 [122], which are shown in Fig. 29.10
together with a model for cosmogenic neutrino production [123] and the
Waxman-Bahcall benchmark flux of neutrinos produced in cosmic ray
sources [124]. At production, the dominant component of neutrinos

PeVatron: Galactic PeV Cosmic-ray Accelerator

Where do PeV cosmic rays come from? Need localization and identification 

~3 PeV cosmic-ray protons → ~300 TeV gamma rays through π0 decays

 6
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Measurements of flux with small air shower experiments in the
knee region differ by as much as a factor of two, indicative of
systematic uncertainties in interpretation of the data. (For a review
see Ref. 89.) In establishing the spectrum shown in Fig. 29.8, efforts
have been made to minimize the dependence of the analysis on the
primary composition. Ref. 98 uses an unfolding procedure to obtain
the spectra of the individual components, giving a result for the
all-particle spectrum between 1015 and 1017 eV that lies toward the
upper range of the data shown in Fig. 29.8. In the energy range
above 1017 eV, the fluorescence technique [106] is particularly useful
because it can establish the primary energy in a model-independent
way by observing most of the longitudinal development of each shower,
from which E0 is obtained by integrating the energy deposition in
the atmosphere. The result, however, depends strongly on the light
absorption in the atmosphere and the calculation of the detector’s
aperture.

Assuming the cosmic-ray spectrum below 1018 eV is of galactic
origin, the knee could reflect the fact that most cosmic accelerators
in the galaxy have reached their maximum energy. Some types of
expanding supernova remnants, for example, are estimated not to be
able to accelerate protons above energies in the range of 1015 eV.
Effects of propagation and confinement in the galaxy [109] also need
to be considered. The Kascade-Grande experiment [100] has reported
observation of a second steepening of the spectrum near 8 × 1016 eV,
with evidence that this structure is accompanied a transition to heavy
primaries.

Concerning the ankle, one possibility is that it is the result of
a higher energy population of particles overtaking a lower energy
population, for example an extragalactic flux beginning to dominate
over the galactic flux (e.g. Ref. 106). Another possibility is that the
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energy losses of extragalactic protons on the 2.7 K cosmic microwave
radiation (CMB) [111]. This dip structure has been cited as a robust
signature of both the protonic and extragalactic nature of the highest
energy cosmic rays [110]. If this interpretation is correct, then the
galactic cosmic rays do not contribute significantly to the flux above
1018 eV, consistent with the maximum expected range of acceleration
by supernova remnants.

The energy-dependence of the composition from the knee through
the ankle is useful in discriminating between these two viewpoints,
since a heavy composition above 1018 eV is inconsistent with the
formation of the ankle by pair production losses on the CMB.
The HiRes and Auger experiments, however, present very different
interpretations of data on the depth of shower maximum Xmax, a
quantity that correlates strongly with the interaction cross section of
the primary particle. If these results are interpreted using standard
extrapolations of measured proton and nuclear cross sections, then the
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Figure 29.9: Expanded view of the highest energy portion of
the cosmic-ray spectrum from data of the Telescope Array [104],
and the Auger Observatory [105].

HiRes data [112] is consistent with the ultrahigh-energy cosmic-ray
(UHECR) composition getting lighter and containing only protons
and helium above 1019 eV, while Auger [113,114] sees a composition
getting lighter up to 2 × 1018 eV and becoming heavier after that,
intermediate between protons and iron at 3 × 1019 eV. This may
mean that the extragalactic cosmic rays have a mixed composition at
acceleration similar to the GeV galactic cosmic rays. It is important
to note that the measurements of Xmax may be interpreted with equal
validity in terms of a changing proton-air cross-section and no change
in composition.

If the cosmic-ray flux at the highest energies is cosmological in
origin, there should be a rapid steepening of the spectrum (called
the GZK feature) around 5 × 1019 eV, resulting from the onset of
inelastic interactions of UHE cosmic rays with the cosmic microwave
background [115,116]. Photo-dissociation of heavy nuclei in the
mixed composition model [117] would have a similar effect. UHECR
experiments have detected events of energy above 1020 eV [106–107].
The HiRes fluorescence experiment [102,125] detected evidence of
the GZK suppression, and the Auger observatory [103–105] has
also presented spectra showing this suppression based on surface
detector measurements calibrated against fluorescence detectors using
events detected in hybrid mode, i.e. with both the surface and
the fluorescence detectors. The Telescope Array (TA) [104] has also
presented a spectrum showing this suppression. The differential energy
spectra measured by the TA and by Auger agree within systematic
errors below 1019 eV (Fig. 29.9). At higher energies, TA observes
more events than would be expected if the spectral shape were the
same as that seen by Auger. TA has also reported a ‘hot spot’ in the
Northern Hemisphere at energies above 5.5 × 1019 eV of radius ∼20◦

with a post-trials statistical significance of this excess with respect to
an isotropic distribution of 3.4σ [108].

One half of the energy that UHECR protons lose in photoproduction
interactions that cause the GZK effects ends up in neutrinos [118].
Measuring this cosmogenic neutrino flux above 1018 eV would help
resolve the UHECR uncertainties mentioned above. The magnitude of
this flux depends strongly on the cosmic-ray spectrum at acceleration,
the cosmic-ray composition, and the cosmological evolution of the
cosmic-ray sources. In the case that UHECR have mixed composition
only the proton fraction would produce cosmogenic neutrinos. Heavy
nuclei propagation produces mostly ν̄e at lower energy from neutron
decay.

The expected rate of cosmogenic neutrinos is lower than current
limits obtained by IceCube [119], the Auger observatory [120],
RICE [121], and ANITA-2 [122], which are shown in Fig. 29.10
together with a model for cosmogenic neutrino production [123] and the
Waxman-Bahcall benchmark flux of neutrinos produced in cosmic ray
sources [124]. At production, the dominant component of neutrinos
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Figure 29.8: The all-particle spectrum as a function of E
(energy-per-nucleus) from air shower measurements [90–105].

Measurements of flux with small air shower experiments in the
knee region differ by as much as a factor of two, indicative of
systematic uncertainties in interpretation of the data. (For a review
see Ref. 89.) In establishing the spectrum shown in Fig. 29.8, efforts
have been made to minimize the dependence of the analysis on the
primary composition. Ref. 98 uses an unfolding procedure to obtain
the spectra of the individual components, giving a result for the
all-particle spectrum between 1015 and 1017 eV that lies toward the
upper range of the data shown in Fig. 29.8. In the energy range
above 1017 eV, the fluorescence technique [106] is particularly useful
because it can establish the primary energy in a model-independent
way by observing most of the longitudinal development of each shower,
from which E0 is obtained by integrating the energy deposition in
the atmosphere. The result, however, depends strongly on the light
absorption in the atmosphere and the calculation of the detector’s
aperture.

Assuming the cosmic-ray spectrum below 1018 eV is of galactic
origin, the knee could reflect the fact that most cosmic accelerators
in the galaxy have reached their maximum energy. Some types of
expanding supernova remnants, for example, are estimated not to be
able to accelerate protons above energies in the range of 1015 eV.
Effects of propagation and confinement in the galaxy [109] also need
to be considered. The Kascade-Grande experiment [100] has reported
observation of a second steepening of the spectrum near 8 × 1016 eV,
with evidence that this structure is accompanied a transition to heavy
primaries.

Concerning the ankle, one possibility is that it is the result of
a higher energy population of particles overtaking a lower energy
population, for example an extragalactic flux beginning to dominate
over the galactic flux (e.g. Ref. 106). Another possibility is that the
dip structure in the region of the ankle is due to pγ → e+ + e−

energy losses of extragalactic protons on the 2.7 K cosmic microwave
radiation (CMB) [111]. This dip structure has been cited as a robust
signature of both the protonic and extragalactic nature of the highest
energy cosmic rays [110]. If this interpretation is correct, then the
galactic cosmic rays do not contribute significantly to the flux above
1018 eV, consistent with the maximum expected range of acceleration
by supernova remnants.

The energy-dependence of the composition from the knee through
the ankle is useful in discriminating between these two viewpoints,
since a heavy composition above 1018 eV is inconsistent with the
formation of the ankle by pair production losses on the CMB.
The HiRes and Auger experiments, however, present very different
interpretations of data on the depth of shower maximum Xmax, a
quantity that correlates strongly with the interaction cross section of
the primary particle. If these results are interpreted using standard
extrapolations of measured proton and nuclear cross sections, then the
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HiRes data [112] is consistent with the ultrahigh-energy cosmic-ray
(UHECR) composition getting lighter and containing only protons
and helium above 1019 eV, while Auger [113,114] sees a composition
getting lighter up to 2 × 1018 eV and becoming heavier after that,
intermediate between protons and iron at 3 × 1019 eV. This may
mean that the extragalactic cosmic rays have a mixed composition at
acceleration similar to the GeV galactic cosmic rays. It is important
to note that the measurements of Xmax may be interpreted with equal
validity in terms of a changing proton-air cross-section and no change
in composition.

If the cosmic-ray flux at the highest energies is cosmological in
origin, there should be a rapid steepening of the spectrum (called
the GZK feature) around 5 × 1019 eV, resulting from the onset of
inelastic interactions of UHE cosmic rays with the cosmic microwave
background [115,116]. Photo-dissociation of heavy nuclei in the
mixed composition model [117] would have a similar effect. UHECR
experiments have detected events of energy above 1020 eV [106–107].
The HiRes fluorescence experiment [102,125] detected evidence of
the GZK suppression, and the Auger observatory [103–105] has
also presented spectra showing this suppression based on surface
detector measurements calibrated against fluorescence detectors using
events detected in hybrid mode, i.e. with both the surface and
the fluorescence detectors. The Telescope Array (TA) [104] has also
presented a spectrum showing this suppression. The differential energy
spectra measured by the TA and by Auger agree within systematic
errors below 1019 eV (Fig. 29.9). At higher energies, TA observes
more events than would be expected if the spectral shape were the
same as that seen by Auger. TA has also reported a ‘hot spot’ in the
Northern Hemisphere at energies above 5.5 × 1019 eV of radius ∼20◦

with a post-trials statistical significance of this excess with respect to
an isotropic distribution of 3.4σ [108].

One half of the energy that UHECR protons lose in photoproduction
interactions that cause the GZK effects ends up in neutrinos [118].
Measuring this cosmogenic neutrino flux above 1018 eV would help
resolve the UHECR uncertainties mentioned above. The magnitude of
this flux depends strongly on the cosmic-ray spectrum at acceleration,
the cosmic-ray composition, and the cosmological evolution of the
cosmic-ray sources. In the case that UHECR have mixed composition
only the proton fraction would produce cosmogenic neutrinos. Heavy
nuclei propagation produces mostly ν̄e at lower energy from neutron
decay.

The expected rate of cosmogenic neutrinos is lower than current
limits obtained by IceCube [119], the Auger observatory [120],
RICE [121], and ANITA-2 [122], which are shown in Fig. 29.10
together with a model for cosmogenic neutrino production [123] and the
Waxman-Bahcall benchmark flux of neutrinos produced in cosmic ray
sources [124]. At production, the dominant component of neutrinos
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If the accelerator injects particles (here we consider protons through-
out) at a continuous rate, ( )!Q Ep , the radial distribution of cosmic rays 
in the central molecular zone, in the case of diffusive propagation, is 
described9 as ( ) = ( )

π ( )

!
w E r t, , Q E

D E rCR 4
p  erfc(r/rdiff), where D(E) and rdiff are  

the diffusion coefficient and radius, respectively. For timescales t 
smaller than the proton–proton interaction time (tpp ≈    
5 ×   104(n/103)− 1 yr, where n is the density of the hydrogen gas in cm− 3), 
the diffusion radius is ≈ ( )r D E t4diff . Thus, at distances r <   rdiff, the 
proton flux should decrease as ∼  1/r provided that the diffusion coef-
ficient does not vary much throughout the central molecular zone. The 
measurements clearly support the wCR(r) ∝   1/r dependence over the 
entire central molecular zone region (Fig. 2) and disfavour both 
wCR(r) ∝   1/r2 and wCR(r) ∝   constant profiles (the former is expected if 
cosmic rays are advected in a wind, and the latter in the case of a single 
burst-like event of cosmic-ray injection). The 1/r profile of the cos-
mic-ray density up to 200 pc indicates a quasi-continuous injection of 
protons into the central molecular zone from a centrally located accel-
erator on a timescale ∆ t exceeding the characteristic time of diffusive 
escape of particles from the central molecular zone, that is, ∆ t ≥  tdiff ≈   
R2/6D ≈   2 ×   103(D/1030)− 1 yr, where D (in cm2 s− 1) is normalized to 
the characteristic value of multi-TeV cosmic rays in the Galactic disk10. 
In this regime the average injection rate of particles is found to  
be (≥ )≈ × ( / )!Q D10 TeV 4 10 10p

37 30  erg s− 1. The diffusion coefficient 
itself depends on the power spectrum of the turbulent magnetic field, 
which is unknown in the central molecular zone region. This intro-
duces an uncertainty in the estimates of the injection power of relativ-
istic protons. Yet, the diffusive nature of the propagation is constrained 
by the condition R2/6D ≫ R/c. For a radius of the central molecular 
zone region of 200 pc, this implies D ≪ 3 ×   1030 cm2 s− 1, and, conse-
quently, . × −! ≪Q 1 2 10 erg sp

38 1.
The energy spectrum of the diffuse γ -ray emission (Fig. 3) has been 

extracted from an annulus centred at Sagittarius (Sgr) A*  (see Fig. 1). 
The best fit to the data is found for a spectrum following a power law 
extending with a photon index of ∼  2.3 to energies up to tens of TeV, 
without a cut-off or a break. This is the first time, to our knowledge, 
that such a γ -ray spectrum, arising from hadronic interactions, has 
been detected. Since these γ -rays result from the decay of neutral pions 
produced by pp interactions, the derivation of such a hard power-law 

spectrum implies that the spectrum of the parent protons should extend 
to energies close to 1 PeV. The best fit of a γ -ray spectrum from neutral 
pion decay to the HESS data is found for a proton spectrum following 
a pure power law with an index of ∼  2.4. We note that pp interactions 
of 1 PeV protons could also be studied by the observation of emitted 
neutrinos or X-rays from the synchrotron emission of secondary elec-
trons and positrons (see Methods and Extended Data Figs 3 and 4). 
However, the measured γ -ray flux puts the expected fluxes of neutri-
nos and X-rays below or at best close to the sensitivities of the current 
instruments. Assuming a cut-off in the parent proton spectrum, the 
corresponding secondary γ -ray spectrum deviates from the HESS data 
at 68%, 90% and 95% confidence levels for cut-offs at 2.9 PeV, 0.6 PeV 
and 0.4 PeV, respectively. This is the first robust detection of a VHE 
cosmic hadronic accelerator which operates as a source of PeV particles 
(a ‘PeVatron’).

Remarkably, the Galactic Centre PeVatron appears to be located 
in the same region as the central γ -ray source HESS J1745−  290  
(refs 11–14). Unfortunately, the current data cannot provide an answer 
as to whether there is an intrinsic link between these two objects. The 
point-like source HESS J1745−  290 itself remains unidentified. Besides 
Sgr A* (ref.  15), other potential counterparts are the pulsar wind nebula  
G 359.95−  0.04 (refs 16, 17) and a spike of annihilating dark matter18. 
Moreover, it has also been suggested that this source might have a 
diffuse origin, peaking towards the direction of the Galactic Centre 
because of the higher concentration there of both gas and relativistic 
particles15. In fact, this interpretation would imply an extension of the 
spectrum of the central source to energies beyond 10 TeV, which how-
ever is at odds with the detection of a clear cut-off in the spectrum of 
HESS J1745−  290 at about 10 TeV (refs 19, 20; Fig. 3). Yet the attractive 
idea of explaining the entire γ -ray emission from the Galactic Centre by 
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Figure 2 | Spatial distribution of the cosmic-ray density versus 
projected distance from Sgr A*.  The vertical and horizontal error bars 
show the 1σ statistical plus systematic errors and the bin size, respectively. 
Fits to the data of a 1/r (red line, χ2/d.o.f. =   11.8/9), a 1/r2 (blue line, χ2/
d.o.f. =   73.2/9) and a homogeneous (black line, χ2/d.o.f. =   61.2/9) cosmic-
ray density radial profile integrated along the line of sight are shown. The 
best fit of a 1/rα profile to the data is found for α =   1.10 ±   0.12 (1σ). The 
1/r radial profile is clearly preferred for the HESS data.
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Figure 3 | VHE γ-ray spectra of the diffuse emission and HESS  
J1745−290.  The y axis shows fluxes multiplied by a factor E2, where E is the 
energy on the x axis, in units of TeV cm− 2 s− 1. The vertical and horizontal 
error bars show the 1σ statistical error and the bin size, respectively. Arrows 
represent 2σ flux upper limits. The 1σ confidence bands of the best-fit 
spectra of the diffuse and HESS J1745− 290 are shown in red and blue 
shaded areas, respectively. Spectral parameters are given in Methods. The 
red lines show the numerical computations assuming that γ -rays result from 
the decay of neutral pions produced by proton–proton interactions. The 
fluxes of the diffuse emission spectrum and models are multiplied by 10 to 
visually separate them from the HESS J1745− 290 spectrum.
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Galactic Center

Galactic center region is the best PeVatron candidate so far (possible CR cutoff 
energy of a few PeV) 

Deep survey of ~800 hours is planned (inc. dark matter search)
 8

HESS 2016 HESS

CTA (Sim)



Galactic Plane Survey (GPS)
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Galactic Center RX J1713

(Data)

https://twitter.com/CTA_Observatory/status/996680795631816704



(Sim. 1635 hrs)

Galactic Plane Survey

 10

RX J1713

Any other PeVatron candidates by CTA?

https://twitter.com/CTA_Observatory/status/996680795631816704

Galactic Center



(Sim. 1635 hrs)

Galactic Plane Survey

 10

RX J1713

Any other PeVatron candidates by CTA?

https://twitter.com/CTA_Observatory/status/996680795631816704

https://www.hawc-observatory.org/news/

(> 20 TeV Data)
HAWC

Galactic Center



H.E.S.S. Collaboration: Observations of RX J1713.7�3946

Appendix B: H.E.S.S. image with overlaid XMM contours

Fig. B.1. H.E.S.S. gamma-ray excess image of RX J1713.7�3946 with overlaid XMM-Newton contours (1–10 keV).

Fig. C.1. Results of the border-finder algorithm. On the left, the H.E.S.S. gamma-ray excess image of RX J1713.7�3946 is shown with overlaid
borders of the gamma-ray (red) and X-ray (grey) data detected by the border-finder algorithm described in Chan & Vese (2001). The wedges in
which the radial profiles in Sect. 3.2 are studied are also shown along with the Galactic plane. On the right, the same two borders are overlaid on
the XMM-Newton X-ray image for comparison.

Appendix C: Results from a border-detection

algorithm

As an alternative method to determine the extent of the SNR
shell the border-detection algorithm described by Chan & Vese
(2001) was used on the XMM-Newton and H.E.S.S. maps. This
method is widely used in image analysis to separate complex fea-
tures from backgrounds. Figure C.1 shows the H.E.S.S. image
together with the contours of the detected borders. The largest
di↵erences between the radial sizes appear towards the south-
west and towards the north. In the south-west the radial fitting
method (Region 3, see Sect. 3)shows the largest di↵erences be-

tween X-rays and VHE gamma rays. However, towards the north
(Region 5), the radial sizes are consistent in the fitting method.
In this area, the radial profiles are the most complex, and a dif-
fuse emission component along the Galactic plane may play an
important role. While the radial fitting approach tries to find the
absolute outer edge of the shell, the border-finder algorithm in-
terprets fainter outer structures in the X-ray map as background
not belonging to the SNR shell.

Tests with the H.E.S.S. map showed that the results from the
border-detection algorithm are very stable against a large range
of di↵erent signal-to-noise levels as well as systematic changes
of the normalisation of the H.E.S.S. background by up to 2%.

A6, page 23 of 25

3.2. Results and Analysis

3.2.1. Gamma-ray Image

We first look at the simulated images for CTA and study the
possibility of using morphological information to determine the
major component of the VHE gamma-ray emission. Different
gamma-ray images in the energy range of 1–100TeV are
generated by changing Ap/Ae, the ratio between the hadronic and
leptonic contributions. Figures 1(a) and (b) show the images for
Ap/Ae=0.01 (lepton dominated; e.g., Abdo et al. 2011) and
100 (hadron dominated; e.g., Fukui et al. 2012), respectively.
Each image corresponds to 50hr of observations with CTA. As
per our assumptions described above for the underlying
templates, the lepton-dominated model (Figure 1(a)) shows a
gamma-ray image that resembles the X-rays, and the hadron-
dominated case (Figure 1(b)) delineates the ISM proton
distribution including both CO and H I. The difference between
them (Figure 1(c)) is significant, as is evident from the
subtraction between the two images.

To perform a quantitative evaluation, we employ the
method of likelihood fitting (e.g., Mattox et al. 1996; Cowan
1998; Feigelson & Babu 2012). We focus here on the ability
of CTA to determine the dominant emission component from
the prospectively observed morphology. We calculated the
maximum log-likelihood, Le and Lp, by fitting the simulated
images with the leptonic and hadronic spatial template,
respectively. We note that the templates used during the fits
are the same as those used in the simulations, meaning that a
rather idealistic case is assumed. To determine the log-
likelihoods Le and Lp individually, we employ either the
hadronic or leptonic template one at a time in each fitting
model (regardless of the intrinsic Ap/Ae ratio in the simulation
data being fitted). We keep the normalization, photon index,
and cutoff energy of the power law as free parameters during
the fitting process. We also fit the data with the composite
model containing both the leptonic and hadronic components
in order to obtain the log-likelihood Lep. Then we calculated
the differences 2(Lep−Le) and 2(Lep−Lp) for various
Ap/Ae, as summarized in Table 1. These differences in log-

likelihood are large when the composite model is a significant
improvement over the leptonic or hadronic models, and the
difference is intended to be distributed approximately as a χ2

variable with 3 degrees of freedom (for the extra parameters in
the composite model). However, this is only a rough
indication, as the conditions of Wilks’s theorem are violated
because the simple model is on the physical boundary of
allowed parameters of the composite model (Wilks 1938).
Table 1 indicates that the composite model is strongly favored
over the simple models and that we can easily find the
dominant component when the contribution of the second
component is small. For example, when Ap/Ae=100, Lep is
very different from Le but nearly the same as Lp. On the other
hand, in the case where there is a more or less equal
contribution from both particle populations (i.e., Ap/Ae=1),
we found that the fitting tends to be biased toward the
hadronic component. When Ap/Ae=1 in our model, the total
number of hadronic photons is larger than that of the leptonic
photons owing to the differences in Ec, especially at higher
energies. Since the angular resolution becomes better at such
higher energy ranges, the likelihood result expectedly favors a
hadron-dominated scenario. Nevertheless, we note that the
case of Ap/Ae>1 (hadron dominated) shows a more spread-

Figure 1. Simulated gamma-ray images of (a) Ap/Ae=0.01 (lepton-dominated case) and (b) Ap/Ae=100 (hadron-dominated case) with Γp=2.0 and
E 300 TeVp

c = . The green contours show (a) XMM-Newton X-ray intensity (e.g., Acero et al. 2009) and (b) total interstellar proton column density (Fukui et al. 2012)
smoothed to match the PSF of CTA. The subtracted image of (b) − (a) is also shown in (c). The black contours correspond to the H.E.S.S. VHE gamma rays
(Aharonian et al. 2007a). The unit of color axis is counts pixel−1 for all panels.

Table 1
Differences in the Maximum Log-likelihood for Spatial Templates with

Various Values of the Ap/Ae Ratio

Ap/Ae
a 2(Lep−Le)b 2(Lep−Lp)b

0.01 16.8 20085.8
0.1 761.9 15030.1
1.0 12280.2 3494.1
10.0 27083.1 171.9
100 31649.0 0.9

Notes.
a Ae and Ap are normalization constants for the leptonic and hadronic
component, respectively. The details are described in the text.
b Le, Lp, and Lep are the maximum log-likelihoods for the leptonic, hadronic,
and composite templates, respectively.
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Young Supernova Remnants (SNRs)

50-hrs exposure for RX J1713.7-3946 and other candidates each after GPS 

More photons in > 10 TeV region to study spectral cutoff and hadronic component 

Higher angular resolution and sensitivity may be able to reveal escaping cosmic rays 

Need a longer exposure by SSTs to collect more photons in > 10 TeV
 11

HESS ~160 hrs

HESS 2018

CTA ~50 hrs (sim)

Acero et al. 2017



SST Design Proposals

Need 70 SSTs with less expensive technologies (4-m optics & compact camera) 

Large FOV (8–10°) to detect gamma rays with large core distances (~5 km2 with 
~300 m separation) 

SiPM cameras with 1296–2368 pixels and compact front-end electronics
 12

SST-2M GCT SST-2M ASTRI SST-1M

Image Credit: G. Pérez, IAC, SMM



Optical Systems for >8° FOV
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Schwarzschild–Couder 
(ASTRI and GCT)

Rodeghiero+ 2016

Davies–Cotton (SST-1M)

ASTRI

GCT

Primary

Secondary

Camera

Credit: SST-1M/CTA



SiPM Cameras

Use of SiPMs enables us to build 
compact cameras with high pixel density 

Dedicated compact and modular readout 
Very NSB tolerant and long SST-only observations (> 5 TeV) are possible

 14

LST Camera

https://twitter.com/masahiroteshima/status/931590497394745344

Eff. φ30 mm

~2 m
~40 cm

GCT Camera

3 or 6 mm



SST-2M GCT (Gamma Cherenkov Telescope)

Built at Meudon site of the Paris Observatory’s (very bright sky) 

6 segmented aspherical primary mirrors and semi-monolithic secondary (aluminum) 

Star images by a CCD camera show 6–7 mm PSF size (narrow component) while wide 
component (scattering by micro roughness) is being improved with new Al mirrors

 15

GCT Prototype Telescope @ Paris Observatory
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SST-2M GCT Camera

Updated the first prototype camera with SiPM arrays 

‣ Better photon detection efficiency, uniform pixel gain, and better charge resolution 

‣ New sampling and trigger ASICs for better dynamic range, lower noise, improved trigger efficiency, etc 

Lab tests and on-telescope observations
 16

First Prototype with Multi-anode PMTs (2015)

64-ch MAPMT

Pre-amps

Sampling and 
Tigger ASICs

Second Prototype with SiPMs (2018)

64-ch SiPM

New ASICs

Charge (arbitrary units) 

1 p.e.

2 p.e.



GCT First Light

CTA’s first ever Cherenkov images taken on Nov 26, 2015 

CR hadron observations with the first camera and telescope prototype at Paris Observatory 

The second camera to be tested on the ASTRI telescope prototype in 2019 

 17

https://www.cta-observatory.org



GCT First Light

CTA’s first ever Cherenkov images taken on Nov 26, 2015 

CR hadron observations with the first camera and telescope prototype at Paris Observatory 

The second camera to be tested on the ASTRI telescope prototype in 2019 

 17

https://www.cta-observatory.org



SST-2M ASTRI (Astrofisica con Specchi a Tecnologia replicante Italiana)

Built at INAF-Catania mountain station on Mt. Etna (very active volcano) 

18 segmented aspherical primary mirrors + monolithic aspherical secondary 

ASTRI prototype telescope is the first realization of the Schwarzschild–Couder optics with full 
mirror configuration

 18

mirror replication technology

Credit: CTA/ASTRI

4.3 m

1.8 m

Giro+ 2017

A&A 608, A86 (2017)

Fig. 2. On-axis PSF of the ASTRI SST-2M telescope. The colour-
coding of the contributions of the di↵erent segment types is as in Fig. 1.
The red square represents the dimension of the ASTRI camera pixel.

to the actuators allowing tip-tilt adjustment in the range of 1.5�
with a resolution of a few arcseconds. Three actuators control the
position of M2 permitting 15 mm motion along the optical axis
with a resolution of 0.1 mm and a maximum range of tip-tilt cor-
rection of 0.25�. To align the OS, a large CCD (37 mm ⇥ 37 mm,
corresponding to 1� ⇥ 1� in the sky)3 was placed at the nominal
position of the telescope focal plane pointing at the Polaris star.
The image was then analysed to deduce alignment corrections
for M2 and each individual M1 segment. As described in Sect. 2,
the on-axis image of a point source for the ideal realization of
ASTRI SST-2M OS has an extended image whose structure de-
pends on the alignment of the OS components. Figure 2 shows
the on-axis simulated structure of such an ideal image in which
di↵erent colours denote the contributions from the rings illus-
trated in Fig. 1. The alignment procedure consists of moving all
the OS elements to reproduce the structure of the ideal PSF. As a
first step in the alignment process the distance between M2 and
the focal surface has been adjusted to match the dimension of the
images of M1 segments of ideal on-axis PSF. Once this distance
is fixed, the tip-tilt corrections were applied to each individual
M1 segment to reproduce its contribution to the ideal PSF. Non-
idealities of the fabrication of figures of individual M1 segments
and M2 as well as the M1-to-M2 distance misalignment residual
were not taken into account at this stage. A detailed description
of all alignment procedures undertaken can be found in Sironi
et al. (in prep.).

As a second step, a smaller size CCD (27 mm ⇥ 18 mm
i.e. 0.5� ⇥ 0.7� in the sky)4 has been mounted on a custom jig
designed to allow the positioning of the camera at seven field
angles on the focal surface: 0�,±1.5�,±3�,±4.5�. A fine tuning
of the tip-tilt corrections of the M1 segments was performed
at the o↵-axis position where the PSF dimension is minimized
by design. As shown in Fig. 5 this condition corresponds to 3�
o↵-axis.

3 CCD KAF-09000 is mounted on a Pro Line Fingerlake camera.
4 CCD KAI-16050-A is assembled in a SVS-VISTEK GigE camera.

Fig. 3. Comparison of D80 as a function of field angle (o↵-axis) be-
tween its ideal (solid curve) and measured at ASTRI SST-2M (dashed
curve) values. The SiPM pixel size (dashed horizontal line) and CTA
design requirement (solid horizontal line) are also shown for reference.
The pixel size of the CCD camera used for these measurements is about
2 arcsec on the focal plane.

Fig. 4. EE parameter measured as a function of radial distance for dif-
ferent angular positions on the focal plane. The vertical lines represent
the SiPM pixel size (thin) and the CTA design requirement (thick).

3.2. PSF characterization over the entire FoV

To characterize PSF over the entire FoV we maintained the same
configuration described for the fine-tuning. A typical PSF image
covers an area with a diameter of about 600 CCD pixels reli-
ably resolving details of the substructures in it. For each of the
seven field angles, four frames were acquired with and exposure
of 2.5 s on October 16, 2016. These images are shown in Fig. 5.
A square, representing the dimension of the SiPM pixel, is over-
plotted on each PSF for reference. The energy flux in the small
substructures of the PSF image visible outside the SiPM pixel
area exceeds the total detected energy flux by a small amount.
Point spread functions look di↵erent across symmetric positions
in the field, in particular those corresponding to ±4.5�. It should
be noted that the fine tuning alignment has been performed for
the position corresponding to 3� o↵-axis as reported in Sect. 3.1.
This implies that PSFs closer to this focal plane position are
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Fig. 5. PSF of the ASTRI SST-2M telescope across the focal plane. Alignment and optical performance have been optimized at 3�. The Cherenkov
camera pixel size is overplotted for each PSF.

sharper than the others. The di↵erence between images taken
at the same angles is no more than 6%.

To calculate the D80 parameter, a background image was ac-
quired on the nearby sky patch without bright stars in the CCD
field and it was directly subtracted from the corresponding PSF
image. The D80 values for each o↵-axis position were calculated
using the total photon flux contained in the subtracted PSF image
of the entire CCD field and then plotted in Fig. 3. The obtained
values (filled circles on dashed curve) follow a pattern similar to
the ideal PSF design (continuous curve) with an additional aber-
ration due to contributions from manufacturing errors of M1 and
M2 figures and residual misalignment of the OS. These contri-
butions are consistent with the estimates foreseen during the AS-
TRI SST-2M design for uncorrelated components and are about
0.1�.

In summary, the measured D80 values are contained within
the SiPM pixel size (dash-dotted horizontal line) across the en-
tire FoV and they are well below the CTA requirement (horizon-
tal solid line). Figure 4 shows the EE values derived from the
subtracted PSF images for each o↵-axis position.

4. Conclusions

With the advent of the Cherenkov Telescope Array a huge e↵ort
in the design of the next generation of IACTs has been carried
out by the scientific community.

In this paper, after a brief description of Cherenkov ob-
servations and their role in high-energy astrophysics, the most
common optical solutions adopted for this kind of telescope
have been introduced. Moreover, we described the optical de-
signs used to optimize the PSF quality in wide-field configura-
tions. The ASTRI SST-2M telescope implements an optical lay-
out based on the Schwarzschild-Couder solution. Even though
the mathematical description of the SC layout was presented
about 100 yr ago, this is the first time that such a telescope has
been built and optically tested. The results of its characterization
demonstrated that the optical quality of the implemented tele-
scope across the FoV fulfils the requirements for Cherenkov

observations at the higher energies (>1 TeV), showing a good
agreement with the expected performances.
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SST-2M ASTRI Camera

8 × 8 ch MPPC × 37 = 2368 MPPC pixels at the focal plane 

Dedicated SiPM-readout ASICs (CITIROC) used in front-end electronics 

Compatible design with SST-2M GCT
 19

Backend Electronics

Front Window

Photon Detection Module 
(SiPM and frontend)

Camera Lids

Prototype Camera

Image credit: CTA/ASTRI

8 × 8 ch SiPM
ASTRI camera performance

18

Pulsed	and	continuous	uniform	light

SiPM

Climatic	Chamber

• Trigger alignment within 
± 1/20 pe equivalent  

• Relative gain calibration  
• Photoelectron 

equivalent 
• Dynamical range up to 

1350 pe Lab Setup

Response linearity measurement with LG

PDM gain calibration 

Pulse height distribution 
of a single SiPM array



ASTRI First Light

Achieved first light of air-shower images on May 25, 2017 

Also able to image stars by measuring pixel amplitude 
variance (proportional to star flux)

 20

https://www.cta-observatory.org

Image credit: CTA/ASTRI



ASTRI First Light

Achieved first light of air-shower images on May 25, 2017 

Also able to image stars by measuring pixel amplitude 
variance (proportional to star flux)
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https://www.cta-observatory.org

Image credit: CTA/ASTRI

Orion’s Belt
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ASTRI Crab Observations

More than 5σ significance with 9-hour on-source observations 

First detection of a gamma-ray source with a dual-mirror Cherenkov telescope

 21

From the presentation by G. Pareschi at 
the pSCT Inauguration Workshop Jan 16, 2019

Data reduced with the ASTRI pipe 
by S. Lombardi et al.  



SST-1M

Conventional Davies–Cotton optics with 18 segmented spherical mirrors (less 
expensive than Schwarzschild–Couder) 

Fully automated system installed at IFJ, Krakow, Poland 

Optical performance has been verified with star images
 22

4.0 m

Image credit: CTA/SST-1M

Simulation Data

Pixel size

0.0 deg

3.7 degActis+ 2011



SST-1M Camera

Dead-time free fully digital camera (DigiCam) 

8.9° FOV with 1296-pixel SiPMs and light concentrators 

Not compatible with SST-2Ms but use similar technologies with MST FlashCam
 23

Image credit: CTA/SST-1MDigiCam
Photon Detection Plane

Lid

Photon Detection Plane Module

Light Concentrators 
on Hexagonal SiPMs

Measured Charge Resolution

Entrance 
Window



SST-1M First Light

Achieved first light on Aug 31, 2017 

Prototype detected the Crab nebular with 4.2σ excess in test observations 

New observation campaigns are ongoing from 2018
 24

https://www.cta-observatory.org

Image credit: CTA/SST-1M

Stacked showers Significance Map

Crab 4.2σ (1.2 hrs)



SST-1M First Light

Achieved first light on Aug 31, 2017 

Prototype detected the Crab nebular with 4.2σ excess in test observations 

New observation campaigns are ongoing from 2018
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https://www.cta-observatory.org

Image credit: CTA/SST-1M

Stacked showers Significance Map

Crab 4.2σ (1.2 hrs)



Wide FOV Camera and Optics
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Wide FOV Telescopes (~50 deg)

Concepts of wide FOV and high angular resolution are usually trade-off 

New ideas and technologies are often brought for long exposure or survey 

But not scalable for large Cherenkov telescopes (5–20 m) or pointing observations
 26

JEM EUSO 
http://jemeuso.riken.jp/

ASHRA

Okumura et al. (2016)

±30°

±21°



Both the primary and secondary mirrors can be segmented
to reduce the cost of the optical system. A possible arrange-
ment of mirror facets, as ‘‘petals’’, is shown in Fig. 7. This
scheme has the advantage of requiring a minimal number
of different surface shapes. A study of the tolerance of
alignment and positioning of mirrors is beyond the scope
of this paper. Nevertheless, our experience with the simula-
tions suggests that the requirements are stricter than those
applied to the H.E.S.S. and VERITAS optical systems. The
use of automated alignment and calibration systems will
likely be required, e.g. [29].
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Fig. 5. (Left) The effective area as a function of field angle for the three configurations of OS summarized in Table 2. (Right) The effective diameter of the
PSF of the light distribution in the focal plane of OSs.
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Fig. 6. Illustration of incoming rays traced through the optical system to the focal plane for tangential rays at field angles of zero (left) and five (right)
degrees.

Fig. 7. One possible scheme for faceting the primary and secondary
mirrors. Four different facet types are used on the primary, three on the
secondary. Each facet is limited to an area less than approximately 0.45 m2

with no linear dimension larger than 1 m.
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Fig. 8. Composite of images made in the focal plane of an aplanatic
telescope with configuration OS 2 by rays at field angles between zero and
seven degrees.
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Schwarzschild–Couder (SC) Optical System

Proposed for future Cherenkov telescopes achieving a wider FOV (~3 deg → ~10 deg) 
with smaller pixels (0.1–0.2 deg → ~0.05 deg) 

Two aspherical segmented mirrors and (a)spherical focal plane 

In CTA proposed for SC Medium-sized Telescopes (SC-MST) and two SST designs
 27

Vassiliev et al. (2007)

Photo by Deivid Ribeiro

Prototype-SC-MST Inauguration, Jan 2019



SC-MST and SC-SST

Schwarzschild–Couder (SC) enables more compact cameras and finer pixels than those 
of conventional Cherenkov telescopes 

Compact and modular electronics and photodetectors developed by SC-MST and SC-
SST (GCT) teams

 28

3D rendering: G. Pérez, IAC, SMM 
Photos: C. Föhr, SC-MST, FlashCam
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E. Giro et al.: Optical validation of the ASTRI SST-2M Cherenkov telescope

Fig. 5. PSF of the ASTRI SST-2M telescope across the focal plane. Alignment and optical performance have been optimized at 3�. The Cherenkov
camera pixel size is overplotted for each PSF.

sharper than the others. The di↵erence between images taken
at the same angles is no more than 6%.

To calculate the D80 parameter, a background image was ac-
quired on the nearby sky patch without bright stars in the CCD
field and it was directly subtracted from the corresponding PSF
image. The D80 values for each o↵-axis position were calculated
using the total photon flux contained in the subtracted PSF image
of the entire CCD field and then plotted in Fig. 3. The obtained
values (filled circles on dashed curve) follow a pattern similar to
the ideal PSF design (continuous curve) with an additional aber-
ration due to contributions from manufacturing errors of M1 and
M2 figures and residual misalignment of the OS. These contri-
butions are consistent with the estimates foreseen during the AS-
TRI SST-2M design for uncorrelated components and are about
0.1�.

In summary, the measured D80 values are contained within
the SiPM pixel size (dash-dotted horizontal line) across the en-
tire FoV and they are well below the CTA requirement (horizon-
tal solid line). Figure 4 shows the EE values derived from the
subtracted PSF images for each o↵-axis position.

4. Conclusions

With the advent of the Cherenkov Telescope Array a huge e↵ort
in the design of the next generation of IACTs has been carried
out by the scientific community.

In this paper, after a brief description of Cherenkov ob-
servations and their role in high-energy astrophysics, the most
common optical solutions adopted for this kind of telescope
have been introduced. Moreover, we described the optical de-
signs used to optimize the PSF quality in wide-field configura-
tions. The ASTRI SST-2M telescope implements an optical lay-
out based on the Schwarzschild-Couder solution. Even though
the mathematical description of the SC layout was presented
about 100 yr ago, this is the first time that such a telescope has
been built and optically tested. The results of its characterization
demonstrated that the optical quality of the implemented tele-
scope across the FoV fulfils the requirements for Cherenkov

observations at the higher energies (>1 TeV), showing a good
agreement with the expected performances.
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Fig. 2. On-axis PSF of the ASTRI SST-2M telescope. The colour-
coding of the contributions of the di↵erent segment types is as in Fig. 1.
The red square represents the dimension of the ASTRI camera pixel.

to the actuators allowing tip-tilt adjustment in the range of 1.5�
with a resolution of a few arcseconds. Three actuators control the
position of M2 permitting 15 mm motion along the optical axis
with a resolution of 0.1 mm and a maximum range of tip-tilt cor-
rection of 0.25�. To align the OS, a large CCD (37 mm ⇥ 37 mm,
corresponding to 1� ⇥ 1� in the sky)3 was placed at the nominal
position of the telescope focal plane pointing at the Polaris star.
The image was then analysed to deduce alignment corrections
for M2 and each individual M1 segment. As described in Sect. 2,
the on-axis image of a point source for the ideal realization of
ASTRI SST-2M OS has an extended image whose structure de-
pends on the alignment of the OS components. Figure 2 shows
the on-axis simulated structure of such an ideal image in which
di↵erent colours denote the contributions from the rings illus-
trated in Fig. 1. The alignment procedure consists of moving all
the OS elements to reproduce the structure of the ideal PSF. As a
first step in the alignment process the distance between M2 and
the focal surface has been adjusted to match the dimension of the
images of M1 segments of ideal on-axis PSF. Once this distance
is fixed, the tip-tilt corrections were applied to each individual
M1 segment to reproduce its contribution to the ideal PSF. Non-
idealities of the fabrication of figures of individual M1 segments
and M2 as well as the M1-to-M2 distance misalignment residual
were not taken into account at this stage. A detailed description
of all alignment procedures undertaken can be found in Sironi
et al. (in prep.).

As a second step, a smaller size CCD (27 mm ⇥ 18 mm
i.e. 0.5� ⇥ 0.7� in the sky)4 has been mounted on a custom jig
designed to allow the positioning of the camera at seven field
angles on the focal surface: 0�,±1.5�,±3�,±4.5�. A fine tuning
of the tip-tilt corrections of the M1 segments was performed
at the o↵-axis position where the PSF dimension is minimized
by design. As shown in Fig. 5 this condition corresponds to 3�
o↵-axis.

3 CCD KAF-09000 is mounted on a Pro Line Fingerlake camera.
4 CCD KAI-16050-A is assembled in a SVS-VISTEK GigE camera.

Fig. 3. Comparison of D80 as a function of field angle (o↵-axis) be-
tween its ideal (solid curve) and measured at ASTRI SST-2M (dashed
curve) values. The SiPM pixel size (dashed horizontal line) and CTA
design requirement (solid horizontal line) are also shown for reference.
The pixel size of the CCD camera used for these measurements is about
2 arcsec on the focal plane.

Fig. 4. EE parameter measured as a function of radial distance for dif-
ferent angular positions on the focal plane. The vertical lines represent
the SiPM pixel size (thin) and the CTA design requirement (thick).

3.2. PSF characterization over the entire FoV

To characterize PSF over the entire FoV we maintained the same
configuration described for the fine-tuning. A typical PSF image
covers an area with a diameter of about 600 CCD pixels reli-
ably resolving details of the substructures in it. For each of the
seven field angles, four frames were acquired with and exposure
of 2.5 s on October 16, 2016. These images are shown in Fig. 5.
A square, representing the dimension of the SiPM pixel, is over-
plotted on each PSF for reference. The energy flux in the small
substructures of the PSF image visible outside the SiPM pixel
area exceeds the total detected energy flux by a small amount.
Point spread functions look di↵erent across symmetric positions
in the field, in particular those corresponding to ±4.5�. It should
be noted that the fine tuning alignment has been performed for
the position corresponding to 3� o↵-axis as reported in Sect. 3.1.
This implies that PSFs closer to this focal plane position are
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PSF Simulation and Measurement
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Okumura et al. (2016)

SiPM pixel size = 6 mm

SC-MST (off axis 1.5 deg)

NB: Aberration more obvious at 4 deg

GCT (off axis 1.5 deg)

Giro et al. (2017)ASTRI (on axis) Measured



SC-SST (GCT) Camera
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3D CAD by D. Ross (taken from R. White 2017)



SC-SST (GCT) Camera
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3D CAD by D. Ross (taken from R. White 2017)
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SC-SST (GCT) Camera
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3D CAD by D. Ross (taken from R. White 2017)
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SC-SST (GCT) Camera
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3D CAD by D. Ross (taken from R. White 2017)
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SC-SST (GCT) Camera
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3D CAD by D. Ross (taken from R. White 2017)
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SC-SST (GCT) Camera
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3D CAD by D. Ross (taken from R. White 2017)
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SiPM

Compact, light weight, low voltage (~50 V), excellent 1-p.e. resolution and PDE 

Suitable for compact and fine-resolution Cherenkov cameras 

Low enough optical crosstalk (<5%) and UV sensitivity by removing protection resin
 31

Photo by Hamamatsu Photonics

6 or 7 mm

From Hamamatsu S14521-8648 spec sheet

PDE of latest SiPM

~35%@300 nm

>50%@400–500 nm



Please cite this article in press as: A. Asano, et al., Evaluation of silicon photomultipliers for dual-mirror Small-Sized Telescopes of Cherenkov Telescope Array, Nuclear Inst. and
Methods in Physics Research, A (2017), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2017.11.017.
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Fig. 5. OCT as a function of the over voltage for SiPMs with different coating thickness
measured at Nagoya.

be useful to take out known factors such as cell capacitance. Fig. 4(b)
shows the OCT scaled by the cell area and cell depth (assuming cell
depth is proportional to the break down voltage). We find that 6-mm
pixel size yields worse OCT rate than 3-mm pixel size, which indicates
that the major part of the OCT can propagate more than 3 mm. We also
observe that LVR devices tend to have higher OCT than LCT5 and LVR2
even after taking into account the larger cell capacitance due to thinner
active cell.

In order to investigate the role of the protection coating on the OCT,
the OCT rate is measured for SiPMs with different coating thickness (no
coating, 100 �m, 300 �m and 450 �m) as shown in Fig. 5. The lowest
OCT rate is observed for the SiPM with no coating clearing indicating
that the OCT is propagated via the protection coating. We also find that
the OCT rate can be suppressed with thicker coating thickness when the
thickness is greater than the cell size. This is because the photons that
are reflected at the surface of the protection coating tend to travel longer
before coming back to the SiPM cell and have may get out of the pixel
boundary with thicker coating.

Fig. 6 compares the OCT rate as a function of the over voltage for
the exactly same SiPMs measured at Nagoya and Catania. The OCT rate
measured at Catania is systematically higher than that at Nagoya. Since
the chance coincidence of two or more dark-noise counts are taken into
account at the both sites, it is not the dominant origin of the difference
at the both sites. We suspect that the difference is mainly due to delayed
OCT where the crosstalk photon is converted in the non-depleted region
and move to avalanche region by diffusion. Typical time scale of the
delayed OCT is less than 20 ns [5], which can explain that the higher
OCT rate is due to a longer shaping time of 15 ns at Catania.

5. PDE vs OCT rate

As described in Section 2, higher PDE at lower OCT rate is preferred
in CTA. However, both PDE and OCT rate increases with higher over
voltage with different over voltage dependence. Assuming the pulse
shape of 10 ns FWHM, the effect of OCT becomes sub-dominant com-
pared with the chance coincidence of 25 MHz NSB if the OCT rate is less
than 5%.

Fig. 7 shows the PDE as a function of the OCT rate measured at
Nagoya. This result indicates that S13360-3050CS (LVR SiPM with 50
�m cell size and 3 mm pixel size) yields the highest PDE for the OCT
rate above 5% among SiPM manufactured by Hamamatsu Photonics.
Since S13360-3050CS yields 5% higher PDE than any other SiPMs with
scaling, this result needs further verifications.

Fig. 6. Comparison of OCT measurements between Nagoya and Catania.

Fig. 7. PDE as a function of the OCT measured at Nagoya.

Fig. 8. Pulse height distribution of the SiPM pulse fit to a generalized Poisson distribution.

6. Mathematical modeling of SiPM pulse height distribution

We have also investigated a mathematical modeling technique to
fit the SiPM pulse height distribution using the camera electronics
themselves, to achieve the best possible in-situ SiPM characterization
after camera installation in the telescope. Fig. 8 shows the success of
fitting a Generalized Poisson distribution [6,7] to the SiPM pulse height
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5 MPPC, MPPCモジュール
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注) 検出効率は、クロストークとアフターパルスを含みません。
 白丸は、推奨オーバー電圧を示します。
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高検出効率

　MPPCは、λ=400～500 nm付近に感度のピーク
をもっています。MPPCの感度は検出効率 (Photon 
Detection Efficiency: PDE)と呼ばれ、量子効率・開口
率・アバランシェ確率の積から求められ、このうちアバ
ランシェ確率は電圧依存性をもちます。25 µmピッチの
MPPCでは開口率の高い設計を採用し、従来品と比べ検出
効率を大幅に改善しました。さらに同様の設計で10 µm・
15 µmピッチの製品も実現し、高速応答・広ダイナミック
レンジと高検出効率を両立させています。なお50 µm・
100 µmピッチのタイプの開口率は従来品と同じですが、
オーバー電圧を上げることで検出効率は改善されます。

[図9]検出効率 － オーバー電圧

広いダイナミックレンジ

　MPPCのダイナミックレンジは、ピクセル数とピクセ
ルの回復時間によって決定されます。最小10 µmのピク
セルピッチを実現することで、単位面積当たりのピクセ
ル数を増すとともに、回復時間の短縮を実現して、ダイ
ナミックレンジの飛躍的な拡大を実現しました。

低クロストーク

　フォトンを検出したピクセルが他のピクセルに影響し、
出力パルスとは別のパルスを同時に発生させることがあ
ります。これをクロストークと呼んでいます。精密計測用
のMPPCでは、ピクセル間に障壁を設けることで、クロス
トークの大幅な低減を実現しました。
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一般計測用 S12571-050C (ピクセルピッチ: 50 µm)

[図11] パルス波形
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[図10] パルス波形

一般計測用 S12571-050C (ピクセルピッチ: 50 µm)

高速計測・広ダイナミックレンジタイプ S12571-010C (ピクセルピッチ: 10 µm)

ピクセルピッチ

(µm)

推奨オーバー電圧
(V)

従来品 S12571 シリーズ
25 2.3 3.5
50 1.5 2.6
100 1.0 1.4

[表1] 推奨オーバー電圧

Vov = Vop - VBR
Vov: オーバー電圧
Vop: 動作電圧
VBR: 降伏電圧

Optical Crosstalk (OCT)

Single photons detected by a SiPM often behave like multi-p.e. signal 

Was a critical drawback of SiPMs, but recent products for CTA have very low OCT rate (< 5%) 
(Hamamatsu LVR2 generation, resin removal) with high PED being kept 

OCT to neighboring pixels was also reduced by removing the resin coating
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Asano et al. (2018)

PDE (405 nm) v.s. OCT at various operation voltages

CTA

resin coating

Hamamatsu Photonics

OCT

Old type SiPM (around 2013)



TARGET ASIC Family

Application specific integration circuit (ASIC) for compact and modular Cherenkov cameras (designed by Gary Varner 
@ Univ. Hawaii) 

16-ch waveform sampling (1 GSa/s) and trigger (~2.4 mV thd) on a single or separate chips, bandwidth of 500 MHz, 
~2 (V) / 11 bits dynamic range 

~20 USD per channel (w/o SiPM) in CTA mass production
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Fig. 1. Functional block diagram of the TARGET 5 ASIC, with key components shown. Sixteen channels are processed both for trigger formation and analog sampling. The 
trigger generation is based on the analog sum of signals in four adjacent channels, and the trigger output is transmitted off-ASIC to higher-level logic that uses it to generate 
readout requests sent back to the ASIC. A timebase generator controls the sampling of signals into two groups of 32 sampling capacitors per channel. Ping-pong operation 
enables transfer of analog samples from one group of 32 to storage while the other group is sampling, with the roles reversed in the subsequent half sampling cycle. Each 
storage buffer is an array of 512 blocks (8 rows by 64 columns) with a total of 16,384 capacitors per channel. Blocks of 32 storage capacitors can be randomly accessed for 
digitization by onboard Wilkinson ADCs. Sufficient ADCs are included to digitize 32 samples per channel, and all 16 channels, in parallel. Individual converted samples may 
then be selected and serially transmitted off-ASIC on all 16 channels concurrently. In this example, two blocks, corresponding to 64 samples (64 ns at 1 GSa/s), are read out 
as a digitized waveform. Configuration of operating parameters, such as DACs for bias and control, are programmed through a serial-parallel interface. 
channels. The summed signal is routed to a comparator for thresh- 
olding. 3 
3. Performance 
3.1. Evaluation board and software 

Evaluation of TARGET 5 performance has been carried out using 
the dedicated board shown in Fig. 2 . It features a TARGET 5 ASIC 
and an FPGA (Xilinx Virtex-5) as well as all the ancillary compo- 
nents necessary to support them. The FPGA controls the ASIC and 
connects to an external computer through a fiber interface. Exter- 
nal termination resistors are used in order to set the real part of 
the input impedance to 50 ! for interfacing with standard cables 

3 To first order, the sum is instantaneous, so the time-domain overlap between 
input signals determines the voltage for thresholding. For the final application we 
will rely on external components to shape the input signals to a duration of ∼10 ns, 
which largely exceeds time offsets between signals from adjacent camera pixels ex- 
pected to be at most 0.1 ns (due in almost equal measure to Cherenkov light arrival 
time for highly inclined showers, and to trace length differences prior to the ASIC). 

(the same strategy is adopted for the front-end electronics camera 
module described in Section 4 ). 

The external computer and the evaluation board FPGA com- 
municate with each other through an optical fiber/Gigabit ether- 
net cable via the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). The control and 
data acquisition software, libTARGET , is written in C++11 to support 
both POSIX and Windows systems, and supports the generation of 
a Python wrapper. The latest version of libTARGET can be obtained 
from the authors upon request. 
3.2. Data path 
3.2.1. Sampling 

The analog sampling frequency is determined by two control 
voltages, VdlyP and VdlyN , which set the supply and sink cur- 
rent for the time delay elements, respectively. Each control voltage 
is supplied by a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) internal to the 
ASIC controlled through the serial-parallel interface. Adjusting the 
sampling frequency has a twofold aim: 1) ensuring stable sampling 
frequency against temperature variations intrinsic to the design of 
the timebase generator, 2) making it possible to test a range of 
sampling frequencies for optimal performance. 

TARGET Quicklook
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History of TARGET Camera Modules
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TARGET 1 TARGET 5 
(CHEC-M)

Bechtol, et al. (2012) De Franco, et al. (2016)

TARGET C 
(CHEC-S)

White (2017)Otte, et al. (2016)

TARGET 7 
(SC-MST)



Performance Example

MAPMTs: bad 1-p.e. peak, ~50% gain non-uniformity, fragile, require high voltage 
~1000 (V) 

SiPMs: much better 1-p.e. separation, uniformity, light-weight, low voltage ~50 (V)
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MAPMT-based Prototype 
(with TARGET 5)

Zorn, et al. (2019)

1 p.e.1 p.e.

1 p.e.

SiPM-based Prototype 
(with TARGET C)



Schwarzschild–Couder MST First Light on Jan 23

Completion of the aspherical primary and secondary mirrors in 2018 

Achieved first light with a partially populated SiPM camera on Jan 23, 2019 

Seven times large area will be populated to cover the full 8-deg FOV
 37
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Completion of the aspherical primary and secondary mirrors in 2018 

Achieved first light with a partially populated SiPM camera on Jan 23, 2019 

Seven times large area will be populated to cover the full 8-deg FOV
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SST Harmonization

Three different approaches are matured and have verified 
the concept of SSTs 

But it is time to consolidate the optics and camera designs 
before SST pre-production phase 

“SST harmonization” process started in May 2018 to simplify 
the southern array with easier maintainability and less 
construction cost 

Final SST design proposals have been submitted Oct 2018 

Review and evaluation of “the” final SST design will follow in 
2019
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Timeline

Site hosting 
agreement for CTA 
south signed
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Proposed Site  
(~2150 m a.s.l)

Image © CNES/Airbus/DigitalGlobe/Google Earth

Very Large Telescope

E-ELT

We are here!



ASTRI Mini Array

9 ASTRI telescopes proposed (and approved by INAF) to be built as ASTRI Mini Array in parallel to 
the SST harmonization 

Stereo imaging, array trigger, array control etc. will be thoroughly tested 

ASTRI and GCT cameras can be mounted
 40

Image credit: CTA/ASTRI



Summary

CTA Small-Sized Telescopes will explore the highest-energy 
gamma-ray frontier from the ground 
‣ Core energy coverage of 5–300 TeV  

‣ 70 telescopes in CTA South 

‣ Wide-FOV optical system and SiPM camera 

‣ PeVatrons and cosmic-ray origins 

Three SST designs; GCT, ASTRI, and SST-1M 
‣ Verified their functionalities in labs and by first light 

‣ Harmonization process is ongoing 

‣ Bigger single SST group will be formed and quickly move toward pre-
production and completion 

New technologies developed in the CTA SSTs and 
Schwarzschild–Couder-MST will also help realization of future 
telescopes and observatories
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